
 

BME PAC Meeting Minutes-December 10, 2020 
 

1. Call to Order at 6:09 

 

2. Adopt Minutes from Previous Meeting  by Lacey and Jessica P 

 

3. Adopt Agenda by Jessica P and Lacey 

 

4. Attendee Introductions: Adrian, Janet, Jessica P, Jenn B, Janet, Tara, Janelle, Julee, Christy, 
Lacey, Jamie, Christine Valiant, Susan, Jessica Smith, Dawn, Linette, Susan, Jessica Shea 

 

5. Administrative Reports:  

a. Principal Janet Slaney  

Thank you for the safety gear for the staff in the parking loop. It’s been great and helpful. 

Staff gathering today after school and staff were given their envelopes from PAC.  

Meeting with the school photographer today and shipping seems to be delayed by Canada Post. If 
anyone still has concerns please let Jamie or Janet know. He is looking for any more feedback which 
Janet can relay to him. 

Report cards next Wednesday and envelopes are needed to be returned by Friday. 

Dec 18th is PJ day.  

Everyone should have their art cards now (except for one family as order was somehow lost but that has 
been rectified). School has picked up the extra cost (approx.. $700) as the provincial art grant was not 
received by BME. 

Oodle swing has been ordered and Janet has been in contact with facilities about install, potentially 
during Spring Break. Red arch and granite/speckled swing 

No extra time for winter break for BME announced by PHO so returning on January 4th.  

Students singing Christmas carols next week at the start of each day in their own classrooms 

  

b. VP Adrian Zuyderduyn  

Together We Learn – _The Courage Issue  

-Adrian video recorded Mrs. Dhesi’s grade 5 students “Together We Learn” published by SD23 and also 
run through Capital News. 

A message to get out to the community to help everyone, especially as our children are all feeling cabin 
fever.  Dawn has posted the video link 

 

6. Executive Reports:  

 

a. President: Canadian Safety supply gave us a great deal on the safety gear. Staff discretionary funds 
were done with Save On Foods gift cards this year (these gift cards can be used to purchase other gift 
cards and Save On gave us a 4% discount as GM is a BME parent). Christine Valliant said thank you on 
behalf of all of the staff  



 

b. Vice President: nothing to report 

 

c. Treasurer  

i. Financial Report  

9118.29 is in our gaming account and we will be using much of it for the oodle swing (but need to save 
some in their for banking fees as they are a bit higher in this account) 

$4920.54 credits still sitting in hotlunch from last year 

Paid for the safety lights (168.39) 

Outside play equip $1365.42 

Staff discretionary:$3750 

Balance of $19,860.91 

Will be asking those with the hotlunch credits if they want to donate for oodle swing, keep in credit or 
get paid out 

 
d. COPAC: not present to report 
 
e. Fundraising  

-Purdy’s profit $2663.46 
-2nd round of spirit wear has made $335.86 (will try and get it out by Tuesday as the following day is 
the last Wear your Bear Day this year) 
 

f. Facebook: video link “Together We Learn” just posted and already getting likes. Please provide Dawn 
with any BME info and updates so that she can post it on our Facebook page.  
 
g. Communication: Hoping to update the hotlunch website and make changes to it to be able to show 
families that it is for fundraising as well and not just hotlunch so we can further communicate with other 
families (especially those who are not on Facebook). Not all families are aware that it was used for more 
than hotlunch so since there is no hotlunch, they did not register with it. We have sent out 
communication via facebook and BME emails to ask families to still register on that site but we are still 
missing a lot of families. 
Jenn would also like to record an in-person tour of the school as there are many families who haven’t 
even been inside the school this year due to the pandemic. She will arrange a time with Janet or Adrian. 
 
h. Hot Lunch  
49 families who have a credit and still have not made an account. For those who want refunds, it would 
be great to get names by Tuesday so the cheques can all be issued at the same time. 

 
7. Old Business  
Support for COVID restrictions of outdoor play bins were set up at the beginning of the year but some 
were getting mixed together with gym equipment. Adrian has purchased more equipment and does not 
need any help at this time. Things are being sanitized properly after being used. Equipment retrieval is 
on Adrian’s list to do. Susan lives in the area next door and will check about how to get in the locked 
area to retrieve the equipment . 
 
Parent Survey: Jamie and Jenn hope to do this in the new year. 



 
Next PAC Meeting – January 14th, 2021 
 
Minutes taken by Linette Sandor 


